Let ψ be a closed continuous mapping from X onto Y.
The notion of realcompact space was introduced by E. Hewitt [7] under the name of Q-spaces. The importance of this notion has been recognized and investigated by many mathematicians (cf. [4, 7] ). In this paper we shall discuss the relations between realcompactness and closed continuous mappings and treat also the relations between pseudocompactness and continuous mappings.
As a generalization of closed mappings 1 , we have a Z-mapping. Here we shall introduce the notion of JFiί-mappings as a further generalization of closed mappings. In Theorem 2.1, we shall prove that pseudocompactness of a space X is equivalent to any one of the following conditions: 1) any continuous mapping from X onto any weakly separable space is always a Z-mapping, (2) the projection: Y x X-* Y is a ^-mapping for any weakly separable space Y. We denote by φ: X -+ Y a mapping φ from X onto Y; then φ can be extended to a continuous mapping Φ: βX-> βY, called the Stone extension of φ, where βX and βY are the Stone Cech compactifications of X and Y resp. (In the sequel we denote always by Φ the Stone extension of φ). In §4, we shall deal with an extension of an open mapping, and show, in Theorem 4.4 
, that if φ\ X-> Y is a WZmapping, then Φ is open if and only if φ is open.
This plays an important role in § 6. We shall consider in § 5 the inverse images of realcompact space under ^-mappings. It is known that if φ is a mapping from a given space X onto a realcompact space Y, then Φ~\Y) is realcompact [4, p. 148] . In Theorem 5.3, we shall show 456 TAKESI ISIWATA that if φ is a Z-mapping from a space X onto a realcompact space Y such that every φ~\y), yεY, is a C*-embedded realcompact subset of X, then X is realcompact. In particular, if X is normal and every φ~1(y) 1 y e Y, is realcompact, then realcompactness is invariant under φ- 1 .
It is an open problem [4, p. 149] whether the realcompactness of X implies the realcompactness of Y where φ is a closed mapping from X onto Y, or even whether the realcompactness of Φ~\Y) implies the realcompactness of Y. Concerning this problem, in Theorem 6.2, we shall discuss the structure of a space Y which is the image of a realcompact space X under an open W^-mapping. From this theorem, we shall give a necessary and sufficient condition that Y be realcompact. Moreover, from Theorem 6.2, we shall establish that if φ is an open T7Z-mapping from a realcompact space X onto Y such that the boundary Sfφ~\y) (or £tf x φ~\y)) of φ~\y), y e Y, is compact, then F is also realcompact. This is a generalization of Frolίk's theorem [2] (Theorem 6.5). As a further consequence of 6.2, the realcompactness is invariant under an open ΫFJ£-mapping if a space X is any one of the following types; (1) X is locally compact, (2) X is weakly separable, (3) X is connected, (4) X is locally connected and (5) X is perfectly normal. In Theorem 7.5, we shall prove, using Frolίk's theorem [3] , that if X is locally compact, countably paracompact, normal space, then the image of X under a closed mapping is realcompact when X is realcompact. It seems to me that this is only one case for which realcompactness is proved to be invariant under a closed mapping without any additional condition. In the process of the proof of this theorem, we obtain that the image Y of a locally compact, realcompact, normal space under a closed mapping φ is locally compact if and only if £fφr\y) is compact for every yeY.
1* Definitions and preliminaries* φ\ X->Y is said to be a Z-mapping, according to Frolίk [2] , if φ maps every zero set of Xto a closed set of Y. Moreover we shall define a WZ-mapping as a further generalization of a closed mapping, φ is called a T7Z-mapping if cl βχ{φ~\y)) = Φ~\y) for every yeY.
We shall say that a subset F of X has the property (*) if we have inf {/(a?); x e F} > 0 for every fe C(X) which is positive on F. A subset F of X is said to be relatively pseudocompact if / is bounded on F for every feC (X) .
A pseudocompact subset has the property (*) and a subset with the property (*) is always relatively pseudocompact, and hence every subset of a pseudocompact space is always relatively pseudocompact. We now list some properties with respect to these concepts.
A closed mapping is always a Z-mapping.

A Z-mapping is always a WZ-mapping.
Proof. Let ze Φ~\y) -(t\ βx φ~\y)) then there is feC (βX) such that f(z) = 0, / = 1 on d βx φ-\y) and 0 ^ / ^ 1.
is a zero set of X Since φ is a Z-mapping and Λf n φ~\v) = 9, <p(^0 is closed and does not contain y. On the other hand, f(z) = 0, and hence zed βx M; this implies that
, and hence, 7/ e F implies y e φ(M). This is a contradiction.
Lβί <p: X-> Y be a WZ-mapping. If either X is normal or the boundary ^fφ~1(y) J for every y e Y is compact, then φ is a closed mapping.
Proof. Let ί 1 be a closed subset of X and let y£φ{F).
It is easy to see, under the assumption of 1.3, that there is feC (X) such that / = 0 on φ~\y), f = 1 on F and 0 S f ^ 1. Since ^ is a WZmapping clβ^" 1^) = Φ~\y) and g = 0 on Φ~\y) where g is the extension of / over βX. Φ being closed, Y -M is an open set containing y and φ{F) c M where M = Φ({z; z e βX, g(z) ^ 1/2}) (y £ M is obvious). This means that y g φ{F), that is, (p is closed.
Let F be a closed relatively pseudocompact subset of X. If either X is normal or F is a zero set of X, then F has the property (*) (see 3.3 below).
Proof. Let / be a function of C(X) and / > 0 on F. Now suppose that Z(f) = E Φ φ. If either X is normal or F = Z(#) for some geC(X), then i? and .F 7 are completely separated, i.e., there is a function h e C(X) such that h = 1 on E, h = 0 on F and 0 ^ Λ, ^ 1. Then we have Z(\f\ + h) = φ which implies k = 1/(|/| + h)eC(X). If inf {/(#); O G JF 7 } = 0, then it is easy to see that k is not bounded on the closed relatively pseudocompact subset F. This is a contradiction.
1.5.
Every zero set of a pseudocompact space has the property (*) (by 1.4 Proof. Let F be a closed subset of X having the property (*) and let yίφ (F) .
Since y is a G δ -point, there is a function feC(Y) with / -1 (0) = {y} and Og/^1. h = fφ is positive on F, and hence h > a > 0 on F because F has the property (*). If zeφ(F), then there is a point xe F with φ(
, and hence y$Ίp (F) , that is, ^(F) is closed.
1.7. //, m 1.6, X is pseudocompact, then φ is always a Z-mapping (by 1.5 and 1.6).
The following theorems are known and useful in the sequel. 1.10. // {U n } is a locally finite family of open sets of a space X with U n n U m = φ (n Φ m) and {a n } is a set of given positive real numbers and {x n , x n e U n } is given, then there is a function f of C(X) such that f = 0 on X -U U n , f(x n ) = α n , and 0 S f ^ a n on U n . 2* ^-mappings and pseudocompactness* A weakly separable space is a space with the first axiom of countability. The next conditions which are mutually equivalent, are known; (i) X is compact (resp. countably compact), (ii) any mapping from X onto Y is closed for any space Y (resp. any weakly separable space F), and (iii) a projection φ\ Y x X-> Y is closed for any space Y (resp. any weakly separable space Y) [5, 8, 12] . In this section, we shall establish analogous theorems about pseudocompactness by means of ^-mappings.
X is realcompact if and only if for every point x in βX -X there is a function f of C(βX) such that f
Suppose that X is not pseudocompact and let {W n } be a discrete family of open sets with X-\jW n -SΦφ. There are functions / and g of C(X) by 1.10 such that (i) f(x n ) = ε n , {ε n } J 0 and / = 0 on S where x n is a given point of W n and (ii) g(x n ) = n, g = 0 on S and g(x) > 0 implies f(x) > 0. Then F = {x; g(x) ^ 1/2} is a zero set and inί{f(x);xeF} = 0 . This shows that F has not the property (*) and / is not a Z-mapping from X onto f(X). Combining 1.5, 1.6 and the arguments above, we have the equivalences between (1), (2) and (3) (5) is obvious. We shall show (1) -* (4). Suppose that there is a function heC (X x Y) such that y e φ(E) -φ{E) where E = ΛΓ^O). Let {W n } be a base of y with Since φ~ι{y) = {y} x X is pseudocompact and h is positive on φ~1(y) 1 there is a real number a > 0 such that h ^ a on φ~\y). For each n, we choose a point y n in W n Π φ(E) (and hence {y n } -> y) and a point (y n , χ n) i n E. If A = {x n ; n = 1, 2, •} has an accumulation point x 0 , then (T/, X 0 ) e E, that is, y = <^(τ/, ^0) e 9>(2£). This is a contradiction. Thus A must be a closed discrete subset of X. Let
M = {z; h(z) < a/2}
and F = {z; h(z) ^ a/2). We choose an open set U n , in X, containing α; n and an open set V n c W n in containing ?/ % F such that
X being pseudocompact, there is an a; 0 in U Ϊ/ Λi -U U %i for some {%}. We have (?/, a? 0 ) e ί 7 , i.e., ?/ = <p(?/, a? 0 ) e ^(ί 7 ). On the other hand, we have φ~\y) ΓΊ F = φ since F = {2;; λ(«) ^ α/2} and /i^αon φ~\y). This is a contradiction.
(5)->(1) follows from the following theorem. If X is not pseudocompact, there is a locally finite family {U n } of open sets with U n Π £7 m = Φ and there is a function h e C(X) such that h ^ 0 on X and λ(a; n ) = l/f(y n ) f°r some point x^e Z7 % by 1.10 .
for every x e X and iί(τ/ % , a? n ) = 1 for n -1, 2, . Therefore we have {(y n , O; n = 1, 2, ...} c H~\l) and hence Me ^ (ff-^l)). On the other hand, y o £φ{H~ι (l) ). This shows that φ is not a ^-mapping.
Even if X is pseudocompact, a closed subset F of X with the property (*) is not necessarily pseudocompact. For instance, the space D constructed in [4, 51, p. 79] , which is a zero set of the pseudocompact space W, is not pseudocompact.
Relating this example, we shall consider a countably compact space. If X is not countably compact, then there are a discrete closed subset A = {x n ; n -1, 2, •} and a function fe C(X) such that f(x n ) = e n , {e n } { 0 and / ^ 0 on X.
It is obvious that A has not the property (*). Thus we see that X is countably compact if and only if every closed subset of X has the property (*).
3* Mappings and the property (*). In this section we shall consider the relations between mappings given in § 1 and the property (*), and moreover give several examples. We shall say that φ has the property (*) if φ~\y) has the property (*) for every y e Y. Proof. (1) . Suppose that there is a point y in Y such that F = <p~: 0/) has not the property (*), that is, there exists a function h e C(X) which is positive on F, h ^ 0 on X and h(x n ) = e n , {εj j 0 for some sequence {α J in F. We can find a family {ΉFJ of open sets such that W n f] W m = φ(nΦ m), ε n -ρ n ^ A(x) ^ s n + ρ n on TF W where min {ε n -ε n+u ε n^ -e n } = 2p n , and x n e W n . E= h~ι(ϋ) is not empty because E -φ implies I/A e C{X) and I/A is not bounded on a relatively pseudocompact subset F. We shall show that φ is not a Z-mapping. To do this, it is sufficient to show that y e ^>(£ r ) because E is a zero set and y ί φ(E). lΐy $ φ(E), then there is a function g eC(Y) such that # = 1 on φ(E), g(y) = 0 and 0 ^ g ^ 1. This implies that #<p e C(X), ^ = 1 on E and #<p = 0 on F. The function k = h + gφ is positive, continuous on X, and hence l/keC(X).
On the other hand, 1/& is not bounded on F. This contradicts the fact that F is relatively pseudocompact.
( 2 ). Let F -Z(f),fe C*(X) and 2/ £ ^(F). Since φ has the property (*), we have inf {/(#); a; e ςp" 1^) } = a > 0. Let (/ be an extension of / over βX; then g ^ a on Φ~\y) = aλβ X φ~~\y).
E = {x; x e βX, g(x) £ a/2}
is compact and y£Φ(E).
that is, φ(F) is closed which shows that φ is a ^-mapping.
From 3.1 we have
(1) If φ is a Z-mappίng from a pseudocompact space X onto Y, then φ has the property (*). (2) If φ is a WZ-mapping from a countably compact space X onto Y, then φ is a Z-mapping.
We can not replace "Z-mapping" in (1) of 3.2 by " TFZ-mapping" and "Z-mapping" in (2) of 3.2 by "closed mapping" respectively, as will be seen from examples 3.4 and 3.5 below respectively.
3.3.
If F is a C*-embedded subset of X with the property (*), then F is pseudocompact. In particular, in a normal space, a closed subset ivith the property (*) is always countably compact (see 1.4) .
Proof. If F is not pseudocompact, then there is a function feC(F)
with 1 ^/> 0 and inf {/(x); xeF} = 0. Let g be an extension of / over X; then g > 0 on F and inf {g(x); x e F) = 0 which is a contradiction.
and let 9?: X-• F be defined by £>(?/, x) -7/. Every φ~\y), y e F, is relatively pseudocompact. Since βX = TΓ^! + 1) x TΓ(ω 0 + 1), we have Φ~\y) = cl^φ-1^) , i.e., 9? is an open T7£-mapping. But φ is not a ^-mapping by (1) of 3.2 because φ"\ω^) has not the property (*) and X is pseudocompact. ) is compact except y = ω, and qr\ωύ is countably compact. Thus φ is an open -mapping by (2) of 3.2. But φ is not closed because
and let φ: X-* F be defined by 99(7/, 35) = y. Since
is pseudocompact and βZ = Y x F, X is pseudocompact [9] and it is easy to see that every φ~1(y) 1 (
Proof, (i) and (ii) are essentially proved in [2] . (iii) 
// φ is an open WZ-mapping from X onto a pseudocompact space Y such that φ~1(y) is relatively pseudocompact for every y e Y, then X is pseudocompact.
This is a generalization of a theorem of Hanai and Okuyama [6] and our proof is simpler than theirs; that is, 4.2 follows from the facts that for any fe C(X), f is ^-bounded, and hence f s (resp. /*) is bounded by (iii) and continuous on Y by the note above which concludes that / is bounded on X.
If φ is a WZ-mapping from X onto a countably compact space Y such that φ~~1(y) is relatively pseudocompact for every y e Y, then X is pseudocompact.
Proof. Let / be any function of C(X); then |/| is ^-bounded and I/| s is upper semi-continuous by (iii). Since a space is countably compact if and only if every upper semi-continuous function is bounded above [10] , we see that |/| s must be bounded above, that is, /is bounded. This means that X is pseudocompact. 
. (i) A mapping φ: X -> Y is a WZ-mapping if and only if φ(U f] X) = Φ(U) Π Y for every open set U of βX.
(
ii) If φ\ X -> Y is a WZ-mapping, then φ is open if and only if Φ is open.
Proof, (i). Necessity. It is sufficient to prove that y e Φ(U) Π Y implies yeφ(UnX).
This follows from the fact that
φ-'iy) Γ\ {U ^ X) Φφ
if and only if Φ~\y) Π U Φ φ for every open set U of βX since φ is a ίFZ-mapping.
Sufficiency. If xeΦ~\y) -dβxψ^iy), then there is an open set U (in βX) containing x which is disjoint from clβxφ-^y). This means that y ίφ(U Π X), which contradicts yeΦ(U).
(ii). It is sufficient, by (i), to show that the openness of φ implies the openness of Φ. Let x* be any point in βX and let U be an open set of βX containing #*. There exists a function fe C(βX) such that 0 ^ / ^ 1, f(x*) -1, / = 0 on βX -U and cl βx Fc U where
We have, by 4.1, (f\X) s eC(Y).
Let us denote by g the extension of (/| X) s over βY. Then flf((P(ίc*)) = 1 and W = {y; g(y) > 1/2} is open in βY. We shall prove that W(zΦ(c\ βx V).
Suppose that there is a point z in W such that Φ~\z) Π φ-'Φ{o\ βx V) = ^. Then / = 0 on Φ~\S) where S is an open subset, contained in W, containing z with S Π Φ(c\ βx V) = φ. This implies that g\ Y = 0 on S which is impossible. This theorem will be used in § 6.
5* Inverse images of realcompact spaces* Let a be a collection of coverings of X. A centred family ^// of subsets of X (i.e., with the finite intersection property) is said to be a-Cauchy if for every tyίea, there exist Ae% and ilίe^f with Ma A. We shall say that a is complete if n ^F Φ Φ for every α-Cauchy ^/S, according to Frolίk [3] . In the sequel, we consider only countable coverings consisting of cozero-sets where a set is said to be a cozero-set if it is the complement of a zero set. We denote by a c the collection of all such coverings and moreover by α pc (resp. a le and a sΰ ) the subcollection of a c with the point-finite property (resp. with the locally finite property and with the star-finite property). If a is a collection of countable coverings of X, then define W = U {c\ βx A; A e SI} for every 2ί e a. 3ί β is σ-compact and hence 9 V^Yy be a C*-embedded realcompact subset of X. If Y is realcompact, then so is also X.
Proof. Let ^ be a maximal centred α c -Cauchy family consisting of zero sets of X; then ^f has the countable intersection property by 5.1. Thus by 5.2 it is sufficient to ohow that ^ has the total nonempty intersection. Since φ{^) is <x c -Cauchy (in Y) and Y is realcompact, we have ye flφ(^f) for some point y by 5. 6* Open WZ-mappings and realcompactness* A point p is said to be a P-point of X if every continuous function defined on X is constant on some nbd of p. A space X is called a P-space if every point of X is a P-point of X.
In the following, let φ: X-> Y be an open TFZ-mapping, and we divide both spaces X and Y into classes in the following way: X d = {x; φ(x) is isolated and φ~1φ(x) is not compact}, X cd -{x; φ(x) is isolated and φ~1φ(x) is compact}, X e = {x; 
It is easy to see that either clβ^Ui^J or c\ βx ({jE n ) contains x*, say cW( U F n ) 9 x*. Let us put q n = (f n -b n ) V 0 and
where β n = (a n + 6 n )/2; then q n e C(/3X), k n e C(X), A n = {x; xe βX, f(x) ^ b n } = Z βx (q n ), F n = Z Σ (k n ) and {G n ; n = 1, 2, .. •} is locally finite family of zero sets of X where G n = Z Σ (q n + k n ) = F n n A n . We can assume that every G n is not empty. Next we shall prove that ΌG n is a zero set. If we put 
Since {TΓJ is a discrete collection, ^r(x) is continuous and Z(g) -[jG n , that is, [jG n is a zero set. Since 2Γ(#) Π Z(hφ) = φ, we have cl βx Z(βf) n c\ βΣ Z(hφ) = ^, and hence #* ί Φ(Z(g)) because c\ βx Z(hφ) i) (? -1 (?/*)(notice; ^? is a WZ-mapping).
Replacing α Λ , δ Λ , ί w and s Λ by < = l/2w -(5/7) a 2n , V n = l/2n + (5/7) α ίn-1 ,«; = l/2ra -(6/7) a 2n and s ; -l/2n + (6/7). α 2n-1 respectively, we can define and construct F' ni q' n β' n , K, A' n , G f n , p' n , g' n and g r using methods similar to definitions and constructions of F n , q n , β n ,k n , A n , G ny p ny g n and g respectively in the arguments above. Then 
Since G^ = ^L Π Fi, 2/ e φ(G'J. This contradicts TΓ Π Φ(Z(g')) = φ.
The following theorem indicates the structure of the image of a realcompact space under an open T^Z-mapping. THEOREM 
Let φ be an open WZ-mapping from a realcompact space X onto Y. (i) Every point y e Y e is a nonisolated P-point of Y, and hence Y e U Y d is an open P-subspace of Y and Y ce U Y cd is closed in Y.
(We shall prove in 6.5 that Y e = ψ implies the realcompactness of Y).
( If βY -Y contains a P-point p oΐ βY, then it is known that every function feC (Y) can be continuously extended over p, and hence, Y is not realcompact. The converse is not necessarily true. But if Y is the image of a realcompact space X under an open TFiΓ-mapping, then Theorem 6.2 concludes the following: the fact that Y is not realcompact implies that βY -Y contains a P-point of βY. Thus the equivalence of (1) and (2) in the following Theorem 6.3 is obtained.
ii) // Y is not realcompact, then every point y* of uY -Y is a P-point of βY and Y ce U Y ed is closed in υ Y.
Proof, (i). Let
By 6.1, Z(¥) is a nbd (in βY) of y. On the other hand ¥ ^ h implies Z(¥)(zZ(h). This shows that
Let y*eβY-Y. We denote by 0(y*) the set of all functions of C(X) such that c\ βx Z x (f) is a nbd of Φ~\y*), and 0(2/*) is a Z-ideal of C(X). (
1) Y is realcompact. ( 2 ) There is no P-point of βY in βY -Y. (3) Z(Q(y*)) is not closed under countable intersection for every y*eβY -Y. ( 4 ) There is a function g e C(βX) such that Φ~\y*) c Z βx (g) but is not a nbd of Φ~\y*) for every y*eβY -Y.
Proof. (2) -> (3). Suppose that there is a point y* such that Z(0(y*)) is closed under countable intersection. Let g be any function of C(β Y) with 0 S g S 1 and g(y*) = 0; then it is sufficient to show that Z βγ (g) is a nbd of y*, i.e., y* is a P-point of βY. Put g = (g n \/ 1/n) -1/n and f n = g n \ Y. It is obvious that e\ βγ Z γ (f n ) is a nbd of y*,f n φ e C(X) and φ-'ZAfn) = Z x {f n φ).
is not a nbd of Φ~\y*), then
This contradicts the fact that o\ βγ Z γ {f n ) is a nbd of y*. Therefore c\ βx Z x (f n φ) is a nbd of Φ~\y*). Since there is a compact nbd ί 7 of z* such that Fn cl βx Z z (/) = φ. Since X is dense in βX, we have that F f] X Φ φ and />αon F π l for some a > 0. This means that / Λ > a n on F Γι X for some α: TC > 0, i.e., c\ βx Z x (f n )
does not contain z*. This is a contradiction. Thus
Let g be an extension of / over βX, then it is obvious that
φ-\y*)c:Z(g).
On the other hand, Z(g) is not a nbd of #* because c\ βx Z x (f)
is not a nbd of y* m Therefore the function g is a desired function in (4) . (4) 
Z βγ (g ) (zβY-Φ(βX -Z βx (g)) .
Thus Z βγ (g s ) is not a nbd of y*, that is, y* is not a P-point of βY. Since every point z of Z -Y is a P-point of β Y by 6.2, z has the compact nbd which is a P-space. On the other hand, a countably compact P-space is a finite set, and hence, z must be isolated. This is a contradiction, since zeβY-Y. Frolίk [2] 
Let a n be the point of A n a Z x (n = 1, 2, •) and let A = {a n } and X o = (Z 1 -U B n ) U cl^A Ό(Z 2 -U 5 n ) and φ 0 = ^ | X o . Since X o is closed in X, φ 0 is a mapping considered in the begining of this remark. [3] 2
. If φ is a perfect mapping from a realcompact, normal space X onto Y, then Y is realcompact.
In this section, we shall deal with closed mappings and show, in Theorem 7.5 , that the realcompactness is invariant under a closed mapping, in Theorem (F 2 ), if we replace "compactness of φ" by "local compactness of X".
It seems to me that Theorem 7.5 is only one case for which the realcompactness is proved to be invariant under a closed mapping without any additional condition. We can find a nbd £7(in βX) of x with c\ βx UΓ) dβχJSfχφ-\y) = Φ. Since d β χφ-\y) = Φ~\y), F = cl βx tf n <p-\y) Φ Φ .
Next we shall show that
U contains a point z of βX -Φ~\y), and hence, there is a nbd V (in /SX) of z such that 7c C7" and T^Π Φ~\y) ~ Φ. X being dense in βX, V contains a point of X -φ~\y).
and X is normal, we have c\ βx E Π cl βx F = φ. On the other hand, since xeΦ~\y) = cl^^" 1^) and Z7 is a nbd of x, we have cl βx F3£ and c\ βx E3x, i.e., cl βx F Π cl^ί/ Φ φ which is a contradiction. The latter part is obvious.
In 
M = Y -φ(X -U)
is an open set containing y where U = φ~ι{y) U V. Then with 0^/^l,/(aO = 0,/>0 on X by 1.8 since X is realcompact. We shall show that there is a sequence {z n } in 
Thus every A π contains infinitely many points whose images, under φ, are distinct from each another. Therefore we have a desired sequence {z n ; X n e A n } (if necessary, take a suitable subsequence). Since / > 0 on X, Z = {zj is a discrete closed subset. On the other hand, φ(Z) a W and W is compact, and hence, φ(Z) has an accumulation point in φ(Z). Let say y 0 -φ(Zj) be such an accumulation point because φ is closed. X being normal, there is an open set U with φ~\y Q ) c U and U Π {^ w = 2, 3, •} = φ.
M= Y-φ(X-U)
is an open set containing y 0 which is disjoint from a closed set
because Z -fa} is closed. This is a contradiction. X-+Y. It is known that X and Y are both locally compact normal. Since Y is weakly separable and X is countably compact, φ is closed, but φ~\a) is not compact for every ae Y. Theorem 7.3 is also true, as shown in [11] replacing "realcompactness" by "paracompactness".
Under the assumption of 7.2, we shall consider the new space Z in the following way: we set up an equivalence relation "~" on X by the simple rule that "x~x"' if and only if both points x and x r belongs to the same φ~\y) for some point y e Y o U Y le Using this relation we define a space Z, that is, Z is a space obtained from X by the topological identification (we notice that V of Z is open if and only if ir~\V) is open where ψ is the identification mapping). It is easy to see that Z c = ψ(X e ) is locally compact and homeomorphic with X e , and Z o (J Z λ is a discrete closed subset where
and ^i = ψ(Xί). ψ is obviously closed, and hence, Z is normal. Now suppose that X is realcompact. Z o U ^Ί is realcompact as in the proof of realcompactness of Fin 6.5 since Z o U Z ι is closed and discrete. If every function of C(Z) is continuously extended over a point z in βZ -Z, then there is a nbd [/(in βZ) with cl βz [7 n (Z o U ^) = <5 because Z Q U ^ is closed and realcompact. Thus cl βz U Π Z c Φφ, but this is impossible since Z c is homeomorphic with X c . Therefore b ecomes a realcompact space.
Next we can construct a mapping λ from Z onto F by the usual topological identification and it is easily seen that λ is perfect. Thus 9>(F) is a closed subset which shows the closedness of φ.
(2). Since Φ is closed and Φ~\y) is compact, ϋΓ is realcompact by 5.3. ( 3 ) Since φ is closed, Φ~\y) = cl^^^φ-^y), and ψφ~\y) c ^oί^-1^/ )) .
On the other hand, ψφ~\y) = {y} x K is dense in {y} x /3i£. This implies that Ψ Q {φ-\y)) = {2/} x /3ίΓ, equivalents ^^({2/} x /5i^) = Φ"\y) because Φ~\y) is compact. Thus Ψ 0 (Z) = Λί x /9iΓ, that is, ?F 0 is onto. Next we shall show that ¥ Q is one-to-one. Suppose that there are a point y* e ({y} x βK) -({y} x if) and x l9 x 2 e Ψ^iy*), x 1 and hence λ is an open JFif-mapping. Thus to prove 8.2, it is sufficient to show that X is not realcompact by 5.3. Suppose that X is realcompact, then there are a function heC(X) and a point x* e B y such that h can not be continuously extended over x*. Since every subset X"\y r ) = Φ~~\y') is compact for y' Φ y, h is bounded on λ" 1^/ '). If h is bounded on a W Π X where W is a nbd (in β(Λf x JBΓ)) of x*, then Λ is continuously extended over x*. Thus for every nbd W of x*, h is not bounded on W C\ X. Without loss of generality, we can assume that h is nonnegative on X Therefore, for every n, there is a nbd WJin β(M x K)) of x* with h ^ ^ on W n Π X. cp" 
